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Tree Preservation by Les Bailey

A warm WCC welcome to this week’s guest
speaker Des Ong, BWPA who will be
presenting Captivating Nature - Wildlife of
Britain and Beyond.

Des is a full-time nature and wildlife
photographer based in the UK. He devotes
much of his time to British species, but his
portfolio also includes work from other
parts of the world – from the rainforest of
Borneo to the desert of Arizona.

Des’s work is widely published and he has
won a range of photographic awards.
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Tessa shares some thoughts and images from
last week…
We all enjoy visiting new, or familiar places,
and there are many beautiful images to be
grabbed as we walk around.    With
'Contemporary' thoughts we approach our
subject with a question in mind. 'What is my
reaction to this place/object and how can I
take my image to communicate this
feeling?'  Through our choice of framing or
post - processing  we can make a successful
conceptual image that has a depth of
communication as well as being technically
experimental and beautiful image.  It is an
opportunity to share thoughts or a personal
opinion about any subject.    We can show
calmness, anger, disappointment,
happiness, fascination, in fact any emotion,
or story, can be depicted through imagery.

Contemporary Group

Vintage Camera : A display in a glass case give a
multi lens effect surrounding this old camera.
Thought of time passing and moments caught.

Tessa Mills FRPS
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http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/
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http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/
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Holiday Relaxing:
Jim putting himself on the inside of
a cool half- pint!

New Streets - New sights.
New places offer us the opportunity
of seeing familiar scenes in new
ways.

Secret Society: Obviously a wash-
out or a  white-wash.

Chemical Ship Transporter:
Blocking and dwarfing all the
pleasure boats - penning them
in.    The whole boating-leisure
industry is dependant on chemicals
to build and service boats.

Tessa Mills FRPS
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Meet the Committee

The current exhibitions are Crowngate, Worcester,
Thorneloe Lodge surgery, Worcester., The Swan Theatre,
Worcester, Bewdley Health Centre & Stourbridge Canal
Trust. These exhibitions are refreshed throughout the
year & provide the members with an opportunity to show
their work to a wider audience & also  promote the Club’s
activities & photography to the public .

My favourite photo subjects are Landscape , night
photography, architecture & structure & macro. This is
not a definitive list & I will photograph anything I see that
interests me.

I have been a member of WCC for about ten years (I’ve
lost count) and have served as Secretary & Chairman. I am
presently Vice-Chairman too.

Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB - Vice-Chairman and Exhibitions Organiser

CrownGate Exhibition

Two of Paul’s  award-winning images

Paul enjoys architecture and structure
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Members’ news and images
Some more good news from Dr Charles Ashton ARPS. As reported by a couple of other
members in last week’s newsletter, Charles  won second prize with his image Veiled in the
recent competition at Ludlow, judged by Martin Parr. His prize was an enviable £500 worth of
Fotospeed products - papers, inks or other equipment.

His ARPS panel also features currently in the
excellent "Decisive Moment" magazine of the
RPS documentary group (well worth a look if
you weren’t aware they have one). There is
also one of Charles’   images featured on the
back cover.  Congratulations, Charles!

Congratulations!

Images of Wales

Clive Haynes FRPS and Gill Haynes LRPS continue their Welsh trip series:-

We experienced Wales in various moods from glorious sunny days to tumultuous skies, from the pristine stillness of a foggy dawn to the
quietude of evening. Every day was a fresh adventure. With camera in hand we sought pictures along the reach of flat sandy beaches,
around the shores of calm lakes, along footpaths in remote valleys and by derelict buildings, with silence but for the occasional bleating
of sheep and the eerie cry of a hawk.

Cottage, Gorilwyn C Gill Haynes

https://issuu.com/documentarygrouproyalphotographicso/docs/rps_the_decisive_moment_sept_2017
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Ruins at
Tomen-y-Mur

Slate fencing

Grim Sentinel

Clive Haynes FRPS
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Ynys in the Mist, Gill Haynes LRPS

Ebb Tide,
Llyn Gwnant & Reflective Mood,

Clive Haynes FRPS
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Competitions &
exhibitions

Lens Culture Emerging Talent Awards
closing soon.

Remember the Smethwick International!

Closes 9th November.  How about going for
a record entry from WCC, folks?

2017 Iphone photography awards close 31
Mar 2018.

TPA Pocket Photography comp (square
format, any device) - win a Hama Timer
Remote Release DCC (Digital Camera

Connecting) System Base. Closes 31st

October.

Sony World Photography closes 4 Jan (pro
11 Jan) 2018.

Diary

The next OU Online Course starts 21 October. Well worth a look…

Tate Liverpool 2 for 1 offer
Experience the true glamour and misery of the Weimar Republic seen through the eyes of
Otto Dix and August Sander, in Portraying a Nation: Germany 1919–1933 at Tate
Liverpool. To take advantage of 2 for 1 tickets until 15 October, simply use the code
IMPERIALWARMUSEUM at the checkout.

From the Vapor of Gasoline  on to 21 October.

20 October 2017 – 14 January 2018 BEYOND THE BATTLEFIELDS
Rotunda Gallery, Aston Webb Building, University of Birmingham
This exhibition focuses on the amateur photographer Käthe Buchler (1876-1930),  This is
the first time that her work has been displayed outside Germany. Buchler photographed
the German home front during the First World War. Her black & white images feature her
family and community, wounded soldiers returning from the frontline and the nursing staff

who treated them. The photographs will be shown
alongside images, documents and objects related to the
University of Birmingham’s role as a military hospital
from 1914-1918 and the members of staff who were
involved in the conflict.

Kathe Buchler Nurse with patient and Christmas tree in the
military hospital: Museum of Photography Braunschweig

Janet Sprason says: My husband and I do
plan to go to Westonbirt the week
beginning 30th October and will be taking
our caravan to stay around for a few days.
We have always found late autumn best for
colours, of course this does depend on
weather and previous seasonal conditions.
Would be good to meet up with WCC
members if anyone is intending to go.

Image R Bourne LRPS

Club trips - Westonbirt

Nikon lens loan offer - Bradgate trip
Les Bailey has  a full-frame Nikon-fit lens, 100-400, and a crop sensor Nikon-fit Sigma lens , again 100-400 (so that's 150-600 on a DX
camera). They're both as new and Les is kindly offering to lend them to members going on the forthcoming Bradgate trip on condition
that they must be returned in the same condition; (make sure home insurance covers the cost of replacement and be careful!)  Should
any member want to borrow them, the best Nikon settings for both would be widest aperture, auto ISO, 1/500 second shutter, single-
point focus on the deer's eye, or even matrix over the head. Contact Les directly.

Wildlife trip 6 November

Still just time to sign up for the 6th November British Wildlife Centre trip - or encourage friends to do so: non-members may join us on
this occasion. Full details on the trips section of the members’ website.  £81 for the full-day, close-up access photo-workshop.

And finally
Enjoy this TED talk… Thanks to Peter Young
for the link.

https://www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt
https://www.lensculture.com/emerging-talent-awards-2017
www.smethwickinternational.com
http://email.ippawards.com/t/r-l-jldruill-hiyudhnjj-y/
http://email.ippawards.com/t/r-l-jldruill-hiyudhnjj-y/
http://www.thephotographicangle.co.uk/competition
https://www.worldphoto.org/sony-world-photography-awards
http://www.rps.org/learning/online-courses
http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-liverpool/exhibition/portraying-nation-germany-1919-1933
http://whitecube.com/exhibitions/from_the_vapor_of_gasoline_masons_yard_2017/
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/education/events/2017/10/beyond-the-battlefields.aspx
http://www.photomuseum.de/museum-fuer-photographie/
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt
https://www.ted.com/talks/levon_biss_mind_blowing_magnified_portraits_of_insects
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